


Resolutions, Agreements and Guidelines, it should be deemed 

unsatisfactory. The Review Group should give a clear explanation of their 

assessment in their feedback.’ 

In light of this Guidance and of the shortcomings identified by the 2021 Review, EU – Denmark 

may wish to revise its Implementation Plan further. If so, please inform me (via the Secretariat) 

and submit it by 1 November of any year during this third reporting cycle.  

Finally, I would like to remind you of the deadline for the submission of EU – Denmark’s 

Annual Progress Report, based on its Implementation Plan, by 1 April 2023.  

This letter will be posted on the NASCO website shortly. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Arnaud Peyronnet 

President 





already severely weakened or threatened, the estuaries of NASCO Class I1 salmon 

rivers or salmon rivers and other areas designated by Parties and jurisdictions for 

conservation and / or protection, and along salmon migration routes. NASCO 

recognises the importance of Atlantic salmon, both wild and farmed, especially in 

coastal and rural areas and notes the need for careful continuance and development of 

farming practices to attain the mutually agreed upon international goals.’ 

The Council also agreed a NASCO statement to Parties / jurisdictions with salmon farming, 

CNL(22)50, which states: 

‘all Parties and jurisdictions with salmon farming should produce SMART actions in 

their Implementation Plans (IPs) for the management of sea lice and escapes from 

aquaculture facilities. These actions should reflect sustained progress towards meeting 

the international goals of 100 % containment of farmed fish, and for 100 % of farms to 

have effective sea lice management, such that there is no increase in sea lice loads or 

lice-induced mortality of wild salmonids attributable to the farms. Monitoring of sea 

lice of farmed fish and escapes should be a secondary activity to help better assess the 

effectiveness of the SMART management actions with the primary objective being the 

assessment and mitigation of impacts on wild fish’;  
 

and 
 

‘IPs where such management actions are not forthcoming will not be considered under 

the review process as progressing the relevant Party or jurisdiction towards achieving 

the international goals’. 

In light of these Statements and of the shortcomings identified by the 2020 Review, EU – 

France may wish to revise its Implementation Plan further. If so, please inform me (via the 

Secretariat) and submit it by 1 November of any year during this third reporting cycle.  

Finally, I would like to remind you of the deadline for the submission of EU – France’s Annual 

Progress Report, based on its Implementation Plan, by 1 April 2023.  

This letter will be posted on the NASCO website shortly. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Arnaud Peyronnet 

President 

 

 
1 Rivers are classified as Class I when they are pristine. Class I rivers have no significant human-induced habitat 

alterations, and neither any history of introductions or transfers of fish into the watersheds nor any fish-rearing 

operations in the watersheds, and no aquaculture has been conducted in marine cage culture within a specified 

distance of the river. 





rivers or salmon rivers and other areas designated by Parties and jurisdictions for 

conservation and / or protection, and along salmon migration routes. NASCO 

recognises the importance of Atlantic salmon, both wild and farmed, especially in 

coastal and rural areas and notes the need for careful continuance and development of 

farming practices to attain the mutually agreed upon international goals.’ 

The Council also agreed a NASCO statement to Parties / jurisdictions with salmon farming, 

CNL(22)50, which states: 

‘all Parties and jurisdictions with salmon farming should produce SMART actions in 

their Implementation Plans (IPs) for the management of sea lice and escapes from 

aquaculture facilities. These actions should reflect sustained progress towards meeting 

the international goals of 100 % containment of farmed fish, and for 100 % of farms to 

have effective sea lice management, such that there is no increase in sea lice loads or 

lice-induced mortality of wild salmonids attributable to the farms. Monitoring of sea 

lice of farmed fish and escapes should be a secondary activity to help better assess the 

effectiveness of the SMART management actions with the primary objective being the 

assessment and mitigation of impacts on wild fish’;  
 

and 
 

‘IPs where such management actions are not forthcoming will not be considered under 

the review process as progressing the relevant Party or jurisdiction towards achieving 

the international goals’. 

In light of these Statements and of the shortcomings identified by the 2021 Review, EU – 

Ireland may wish to revise its Implementation Plan further. If so, please inform me (via the 

Secretariat) and submit it by 1 November of any year during this third reporting cycle.  

Finally, I would like to remind you of the deadline for the submission of EU – Ireland’s Annual 

Progress Report, based on its Implementation Plan, by 1 April 2023.  

This letter will be posted on the NASCO website shortly. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Arnaud Peyronnet 

President 

 
operations in the watersheds, and no aquaculture has been conducted in marine cage culture within a specified 

distance of the river. 





SMART criteria but the action is considered by the Review Group not to 

move the Party / jurisdiction towards the implementation of NASCO’s 

Resolutions, Agreements and Guidelines, it should be deemed 

unsatisfactory. The Review Group should give a clear explanation of their 

assessment in their feedback.’ 

In light of this Guidance and of the shortcomings identified by the 2021 Review, EU – Portugal 

may wish to revise its Implementation Plan further. If so, please inform me (via the Secretariat) 

and submit it by 1 November of any year during this third reporting cycle.  

Finally, I would like to remind you of the deadline for the submission of EU – Portugal’s 

Annual Progress Report, based on its Implementation Plan, by 1 April 2023.  

This letter will be posted on the NASCO website shortly. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Arnaud Peyronnet 

President 









SMART criteria but the action is considered by the Review Group not to 

move the Party / jurisdiction towards the implementation of NASCO’s 

Resolutions, Agreements and Guidelines, it should be deemed 

unsatisfactory. The Review Group should give a clear explanation of their 

assessment in their feedback.’ 

In light of this Guidance and of the shortcomings identified by the 2021 Review, EU – Spain 

(Galicia) may wish to revise its Implementation Plan further. If so, please inform me (via the 

Secretariat) and submit it by 1 November of any year during this third reporting cycle.  

Finally, I would like to remind you of the deadline for the submission of EU – Spain (Galicia)’s 

Annual Progress Report, based on its Implementation Plan, by 1 April 2023.  

This letter will be posted on the NASCO website shortly. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Arnaud Peyronnet 

President 
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